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Raw Material Request Form (SmartForm) for Labels & Packaging 
 
The Raw Material Request Form (SmartForm) is sent by the NPG Packaging team to suppliers, 
agents and manufacturers to request label and packaging details.  This data is uploaded into the 
FlexPLM Material Library and is used to populate the tech packs for the selected articles.   
 
The SmartForm is sent as an email attachment by the Packaging Specialist who can help to 
answer any questions regarding the form or required material details.   
 
Please complete the form within 72 hours.  
 
Please note the following: 

1. The SmartForm requires that the recipient has Adobe Reader Version 9.4 or higher 
installed on their computer.   

2. Each material is assigned a Supplier Article Name/# by the Packaging team.  The 
Material Name and system generated number is used by the FlexPLM system as material 
identifier. 

3. The Packaging team will send a SmartForm for each material as a separate file 
attachment. The SmartForm is unique to each material. 

4. FlexPLM is used to generate the SmartForm after Packaging enters initial material 
details.  The file name for the SmartForm is generated by FlexPLM and uses the 
Marketing Name and number as a unique identifier. 

5. Do not change or alter the SmartForm file name. 

6. The SmartForm is not a material detail template.  DO NOT save the SmartForm to your 
computer and overwrite the information for multiple material articles. 

7. The SmartForm can only be uploaded into FlexPLM one time after the SUBMIT button 
has been clicked.  Any material updates to the material details after the first SmartForm 
has been submitted requires the Packaging Team to send a newly generated SmartForm. 

8. There are separate SmartForms for Label and Packaging articles.  Examples are 
provided on this website. 

9. All fields indicated with an asterisk ( * ) are required fields.  The system will not allow the 
SmartForm to be submitted if any of these fields are blank. 

10. Follow the instructions in the Raw Material SmartForm User Guide for detailed instruction 
on completing the form. 

11. If you have any issues using or accessing the SmartForm on your system, send an inquiry 
to flexplmsp@nordstrom.com 
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